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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1 Background of the Study

The growth of the service sector has called for greater attention to the importance 

of research to examine consumers' perceptions of service providers. A country like 

Malaysia, where service sector has contributed significantly to the economic performance 

and it has, in addition, the determinant that support the theme towards knowledge-based 

economy and leading roles in information, communication and technology (ICT) based 

industry that demands for more reliable and effective services. It is therefore, the research 

is important to determine the service level where the findings would help an effort to 

sustain and maintain its course toward a developed Malaysia.

1.1 Sarawak

Sarawak is situated in the northwestern part of Borneo, which is the third 

largest island in the world, and the largest of the many thousands of island 

forming the East Indies Archipelago.

Sarawak is the largest State in Malaysia with its land area of 48,050 square 

miles or 124,450 square kilometers. Three main geographical zones may be 

distinguished: (1) a coastal plain covered mostly by swamp forest of nipah palm 

and mangrove; (2) a middle zone of undulating hilly country; and (3) a 

mountainous interior with the highest mountain, Gunong Murud, rising to nearly 

8,000 feet.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2 Introduction

This chapter reviews empirical studies on service quality in areas of the 

importance of service, expectation, perception, quality, and satisfaction.

Service are economic activities that create value and provide benefits for customers at 

specific times and places as a result of bringing about a desired change in - or on behalf 

of - the recipient of the service (Lovelock, 2001).

Service also has been described as a form of attitude, related but not equivalent to 

satisfaction, which result from the comparison of expectation with performance 

(Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry 1988). Service quality involves a comparison of 

expectation and performance means it measures how well the service level delivered 

matched customer expectation on a consistent basis.

The unique characteristics inherent in services are different from that of goods. Service 

characteristics include intangibility, inseparability, perishability, heterogeneity and 

temporary ownership (Kurtz & Clow, 1998). For customer, the experiences of service are 

systematically different from those with products, partly because of its dimension in such 

that services are more heterogeneous, intangible and perishable. It is therefore, requires 

those managing the service operation to understand the service concept, service delivery


